
Winchmore Hill v HURLEY 1XI – 21st July 2012 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway c Pearce b D Reading 9 

D Simoes b Pearce 8 

P Hunjan b Pearce 17 

V Sharma c unknown b D Reading 22 

S Riaz c unknown b Pearce 1 

C Louw c Dudderidge b D Reading 1 

R Brown b D Reading 6 

V Bhagwani b Arbeed 22 

D Day lbw D reading 3 

M Cole c unknown b D Reading 0 

D Forrest Not out 12 

 Extras 19 

 Total 120ao 

 

WINCHMORE HILL 
S Banham c Riaz b Louw 4 

S Duderidge c Forrest b Ridgeway 58 

Ahsan c Simoes b Cole 12 

Arbeed c Riaz b Ridgeway 20 

M Ahmed Not out 5 

Imran Not Out 1 

 Extras 21 

 Total 121-4 

 

C Louw 6-2-17-1 P Ridgeway 2-0-9-2 

S Riaz  6-1-37-0 D Simoes 0.4-0-2-0 

M Cole  4-0-22-1 

D Forrest 4-0-23-0 

 

Form, they say is temporary, but Hurley’s form this season has been anything but. Another abject 

defeat at Winchmore Hill continues the slide down Division 2 of the Chilterns League. Not having won 

a toss all miserable damp season and loosing 5 matches to the weather has not helped, but the 

manner in some of Hurley’s dismissals is disappointing. 

 

Hurley arrived at Winchmore to find another damp wicket and one end of the ground under water 

and roped off. The inevitable lost toss saw the visitors inserted and despite a lively opening spell from 

Dave Pearce (3-37) and a plethora of leg side bowling from the other end, Hurley looked in little 

trouble at 15 without loss from 5 overs. Disappointingly, Dave Simoes (8) then shouldered arm to 

Pearce and lost his off bail to one that cut back. Phil Ridgeway (9), somewhat frustrated at seeing the 

ball disappear down the leg side without the umpire stretching his arms then tried to pull one within 

reach and top edged to long leg with the score on 40. The familiar procession to the pavilion then 

followed as Dave Reading (6-29) then profited from some rash shots and Hurley lost 7 wickets for 51. 

The prospect of the visitors being sent home pointless was averted with some rare sensible batting 

from Dave Forrest (12not) as he and Vik Bhagwani (22) added 29 to lift Hurley to the dizzying heights of 

120 before Bhagwani could not resist a heave and Hurley were shot out in the 41st over.  

 

Too early for tea, Hurley had 7 overs at Winchmore and could have dismissed Duderidge (58) twice to 

two sharp chances, but the home side survived, going in to tea at 33 without loss. Clemons Louw (1-

17) picked up Stuart Banham (4) soon after tea as he drove to cover and Mike Cole (1-22) removed 

Ahsan (12) to a low catch by Simoes, but the home side were clearly galloping to victory led by the 

chirpy diminutive Duderidge. Phil Ridgeway (2-9) took late wickets but Winchmore closed out the 

game in 23 overs to condemn Hurley to another woeful defeat. 

 

MotM : not awarded 

 


